Recent Accomplishments & Activities

**JUNE – JULY**
Geotechnical survey campaign

**SEPTEMBER**
Initiated Turbine Supply Agreement negotiations

**DECEMBER 12**
LiDAR Buoy deployed by DOE near VOWTAP site

**DECEMBER 1**
BOEM Issued Draft EA

**DECEMBER 17**
BOEM Draft EA VOWTAP Public Meeting

**DECEMBER 8**
RFP for EPCs issued

**DECEMBER 23**
Provisional SAP submitted

**DECEMBER 31**
DEQ confirmed air permit application complete

**January 6**
Public notice of proposed air permit

**January 14**
DMME Port Study kickoff
1Q & 2Q 2015 Milestones

**APR 2015**
- Interconnection Agreements Signed

**JUNE 2015**
- Dominion Completes FEED Study
- BOEM NEPA Review Anticipated

**JUNE 2015**
- Target EPC Award
Major Upcoming Actions

- Finalization of engineering design
- Delivery of Dominion’s Wind Sentinel LiDAR Buoy (Q2 2015)
- Complete TSA negotiations and begin O&M negotiations
- Continue work on Camp Pendleton & Navy easements
- Research lease targeted for Q1 2015
Other Notable Activities

The Dominion geotechnical campaign was featured in Offshore Engineering Magazine’s August issue. Pictures of the Inez are included.